ABOUT THIS FUND
Established in 2014, this fund provides alumni and friends from DC a simple way to support students who are also from your corner of the world. For more information, contact Catrina Dagostino, at catrinad@uw.edu.

CONNECT WITH OREGON HUSKIES

WEB: UWalum.com/dc
For other chapters, visit UWalum.com/communities.

FACEBOOK: Facebook.com/uwdcdawgs
Not yet a member of the UW Alumni Association? Join today at UWalumn/join.

SUPPORT UW STUDENTS FROM WASHINGTON, DC
You can help shape the Husky experience of University of Washington undergraduates from Washington, DC by giving to the DC Dawg Scholarship Fund.

HOW TO GIVE
Visit GIVING.UW.EDU/DC to make your gift today! Choose between making a one-time, monthly or recurring gift.

WHO BENEFITS?
Students from Washington DC, Maryland or Virginia who have at least a sophomore standing and one full year completed at the UW are eligible for this scholarship. Selection is based on academic merit and financial need.